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GLOBAL EFFECT OF NON-CONSERVATIVE
PERTURBATIONS ON HOMOCLINIC ORBITS
MARIAN GIDEA:, RAFAEL DE LA LLAVE;, AND MAXWELL MUSSER:
To the memory of Florin Diacu.
Abstract. We study the effect of time-dependent, non-conservative
perturbations on the dynamics along homoclinic orbits to a normally
hyperbolic invariant manifold. We assume that the unperturbed sys-
tem is Hamiltonian, and the normally hyperbolic invariant manifold is
parametrized via action-angle coordinates. The homoclinic excursions
can be described via the scattering map, which gives the future asymp-
totic of an orbit as a function of the past asymptotic. We provide explicit
formulas, in terms of convergent integrals, for the perturbed scattering
map expressed in action-angle coordinates. We illustrate these formulas
in the case of a perturbed rotator-pendulum system.
1. Introduction
1.1. Brief description of the main results and methodology. In this
paper we study the effect of small, non-conservative, time-dependent per-
turbations on the dynamics along homoclinic orbits in Hamiltonian systems.
We describe this dynamics via the scattering map, and estimate the effect
of the perturbation on the scattering map. We illustrate the computation
of the perturbed scattering map on a simple model: the rotator-pendulum
system. However, similar computations can be obtained for more general
systems.
Our approach is based on geometric methods and on Melnikov theory.
The geometric framework assumes the following situation. There exists a
normally hyperbolic invariant manifold (NHIM) whose stable and unsta-
ble manifolds coincide. The orbits in the intersection are homoclinic orbits
which are bi-asymptotic to the normally hyperbolic invariant manifold. To
each homoclinic intersection we can associate a scattering map. By def-
inition, the scattering map assigns to the foot-point of the unstable fiber
passing through a given homoclinic point the foot-point of the stable fiber
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passing through the same homoclinic point. The scattering map is a dif-
feomorphism of an open subset of the NHIM onto its image. If the system
is Hamiltonian and the NHIM is a symplectic manifold then the scattering
map is a symplectic map. If a small, Hamiltonian perturbation is added
to the system, the scattering map remains symplectic, provided that the
NHIM persists under the perturbation. This is no longer the case when a
non-conservative perturbation is added to the system: the perturbed scat-
tering map – provided that it survives the perturbation – does not need to
be symplectic.
In the rotator-pendulum model that we consider, the NHIM can be
parametrized via action-angle coordinates, so the scattering map can be
described in terms of these coordinates as well. In the unperturbed case,
the scattering map is the identity. Then we add a small, non-conservative,
time-dependent perturbation. Using Melnikov theory, we estimate the effect
of the perturbation on the scattering map to first order with respect to the
size of the perturbation. We provide expressions for the difference between
the perturbed scattering map and the unperturbed one, relative to the ac-
tion and angle coordinates, in terms of convergent improper integrals of the
perturbation evaluated along homoclinic orbits of the unperturbed system.
One important aspect in the computation is that, in the perturbed system,
the action is a slow variable, while the angle is a fast variable.
Similar computations of the scattering map, in the case when the pertur-
bation is Hamiltonian, have been done in, e.g. [DdlLS08]. The effect of the
perturbation on the action component of the scattering map is relatively
easy to compute directly. On the other hand, the effect on the angle com-
ponent of the scattering map is more complicated to compute, since this
is a fast variable. To circumvent this difficulty, the paper [DdlLS08] uses
the symplecticity of the scattering map to estimate indirectly the effect of
the perturbation on the angle component. In our case, since we consider
non-conservative perturbations, this type of argument no longer holds. We
therefore perform a direct computation of the effect of the perturbation on
the angle component of the scattering map.
1.2. Related works. The Melnikov method has been developed to study
the persistence of periodic orbits and of homoclinic/heteroclinic connections
under periodic perturbations [Mn63].
One well-known application of the Melnikov method is to show that de-
generate homoclinic orbits in the unperturbed system yield transverse ho-
moclinic orbits in the perturbed system, see, e.g., [HM82, GH84, Rob88,
Wig90, DRR96, DRR97, DG00, DG01]. The effect of the homoclinic or-
bits is given in terms of certain improper integrals referred to as ‘Melnikov
integrals’. In some of these papers the integrals are only conditionally con-
vergent, and the sequence of limits of integration must be carefully chosen
in order to obtain the correct dynamic meaning.
3Another important application of the Melnikov method is to estimate the
effect of the perturbations on the scattering map, which is associated to ho-
moclinic excursions to a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold. In the case
when the perturbation is given by a time-periodic or quasi-periodic Hamil-
tonian, this effect is estimated in, e.g., [DdlLS00, DdlLS06a, DdlLS06b,
DdlLS08, DdlLS16, GdlLS14, DS17]. The effect on the scattering map
of general time-dependent Hamiltonian perturbations is studied in, e.g.,
[GdlL17, GdlL18].
Some other papers of a related interest include [BF98, LMRR08, LM00,
Roy06, LMRR08, GHS12, GHS14, Gra17].
A novelty of our paper is that we study the effect on the scattering map
of general time-dependent perturbations that can be non-conservative. The
methodology used in some of the earlier papers, which relies on the symplec-
tic properties of the scattering map, does not extend to the non-conservative
case.
We also note that the results here are global in the sense that they apply
to all homoclinics to a NHIM, while other results only apply to homoclinics
to fixed points or periodic/quasi-periodic orbits.
1.3. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we provide the set-up for the
problem, and describe the model that makes the main focus of the sub-
sequent results – the rotator-pendulum system subject to general time-
dependent, non-conservative perturbations. In Section 3, we describe the
main tools – normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds and the scattering
map. In Section 4 we provide some lemmas that are used in the subsequent
calculations. The main results are formulated and proved in Section 5. The-
orem 5.1 gives sufficient conditions for the existence of transverse homoclinic
intersections for the perturbed system. Theorem 5.3 provides estimates on
the effect of the perturbation on the action-component of the scattering
map. Theorem 5.5 provides estimates on the effect of the perturbation on
the angle-component of the scattering map. In Section 5.4 we show that,
when the perturbation is Hamiltonian, the formulas obtained in Theorem 5.3
and Theorem 5.5 are equivalent to the corresponding formulas in [DdlLS08].
2. Set-up
Consider a Cr`1-smooth manifold M of dimension p2mq, where r ě r0
for some suitable r0. Each point z P M is described via a system of local
coordinates pu, vq P R2m, i.e., z “ zpu, vq. Assume that M is endowed with
the standard symplectic form
(2.1) Υ “ du^ dv “
mÿ
i“1
dui ^ dvi,
defined on local coordinate charts.
On M we consider a non-autonomous system of differential equations
(2.2) 9z “ Xεpz; εq “ X 0pzq ` εX 1pz, t; εq,
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where X 0 : M Ñ TM is a Cr-differentiable vector field on M , X 1 : M ˆ
R ˆ R Ñ TM is a time-dependent, parameter dependent Cr-differentiable
vector field on M , and  P R is a ‘smallness’ parameter, taking values in some
interval p´ε0, ε0q around 0. Moreover, we assume that X 1 “ X 1pz, t; εq is
uniformly differentiable in all variables.
The flow of (2.2) will be denoted by Φtε.
Above, the dependence of X 1pz, t; εq on the time t is assumed to be of
a general type, not necessarily periodic or quasi-periodic. In the partic-
ular case of a periodic perturbation, we require that t is defined mod 1,
or, equivalently t P T1. In the particular case of a quasi-periodic pertur-
bation, we require that the vector field X 1 is of the form X 1pz, χptq; εq, for
χ : RÑ Tk of the form χptq “ φ0`t$ for some k ě 2, φ0 P Tk and $ P Rk a
rationally independent vector, i.e., satisfying the following condition: h P Zk
and h ¨$ “ 0 imply h “ 0.
Below, we will consider some situations when the vector fields X 0, X 1
satisfy additional assumptions.
2.1. The unperturbed system. We assume that the vector field X 0 rep-
resents an autonomous Hamiltonian vector field, that is, X 0 “ J∇zH0 for
some Cr`1-smooth Hamiltonian function H0 : M Ñ R, where J is an al-
most complex structure compatible with the standard symplectic form given
by (2.1), and the gradient ∇ is with respect to the associated Riemannian
metric1.
Below we describe some of the geometric structures that are the subject
of our study. These geometric structures are defined in Section 3.3.
(H0-i) There exists a p2dq-dimensional manifold Λ0 » DˆTd ĎM that is a
normally hyperbolic invariant manifold (NHIM) for the Hamiltonian
flow Φt0 of H0, where D is a closed d-dimensional ball B
d in Rd.
(H0-ii) The manifold Λ0 is parametrized via action-angle coordinates, and
is foliated by d-dimensional invariant tori, each torus corresponding
to a fixed value of the action. The flow Φt0 on each such torus is a
linear flow.
(H0-iii) The unstable and stable manifolds W upΛ0q, W spΛ0q of Λ0 coincide,
i.e., W upΛ0q “ W spΛ0q, and moreover, for each z P Λ0, W spzq “
W upzq.
Condition (H0-i) says that there exists a NHIM for the flow. Condition
(H0-iii) says that there exist homoclinic orbits to the NHIM which are
degenerate, as they correspond to the unstable and stable manifolds of the
NHIM which coincide. We will show that if the perturbation X 1 satisfies
some verifiable conditions, then the unstable and stable manifolds of the
perturbed NHIM intersect transversally for all ε ‰ 0 sufficiently small, so
there exist transverse homoclinic orbits to the NHIM. The goal will be to
quantify the effect of the perturbation on the dynamics along homoclinic
1gpu, vq “ ωpu, Jvq.
5orbits. This effect will be measured in terms of the changes in the action
and angle coordinates when the orbit follows a homoclinic excursion.
As a model for a system with the above properties, we consider the
rotator-pendulum system, which is described in detail in Section 2.3.
2.2. The perturbation. The vector field X 1 is a time-dependent, parameter-
dependent vector field on M . In the general case we will not assume that X 1
is Hamiltonian, so the system (2.2) can be subject to dissipation or forcing.
We will also derive results for the particular case when the perturbation
X 1 in (2.2) is Hamiltonian, that is, it is given by
(2.3) X 1pz, t; εq “ J∇zH1pz, t; εq,
where H1 is a time-dependent, parameter-dependent C
r`1-smooth Hamil-
tonian function on M .
2.3. Model: The rotator-pendulum system. This model is described
by an autonomous Hamiltonian H0 of the form:
H0pp, q, I, θ, tq “ h0pIq ` h1pp, qq
“ h0pIq `
nÿ
i“1
˘
ˆ
1
2
p2i ` Vipqiq
˙
,
(2.4)
with I “ pI1, . . . , Idq P Rd, θ “ pθ1, . . . , θdq P Td, p “ pp1, . . . , pnq P Rn,
q “ pq1, . . . , qnq P Tn, and z “ zpp, q, I, θq. In the above the sign ˘ means
that for each i there is some fixed choice of a sign ˘ in front of `12p2i ` Vipqiq˘.
The phase space R2pd`nq is endowed with the symplectic form
Υ “
nÿ
i“1
dpi ^ dqi `
dÿ
j“1
dIj ^ dθj .
In the above, we assume the following:
(V-i) Each potential Vi is periodic of period 1 in qi;
(V-ii) Each potential Vi has a non-degenerate local maximum (in the sense
of Morse), which, without loss of generality, we set at 0; that is,
V 1i p0q “ 0 and V 2i p0q ă 0. The non-degeneracy in the sense of Morse
means that, additionally, 0 is the only critical point in the level set
tVipqq “ Vip0qu, that is, V 1i pq˚q “ 0 and Vipq˚q “ Vip0q implies
q˚ “ 0.
Condition (V-ii) implies that each pendulum has a homoclinic orbit to p0, 0q.
We note that for the classical rotator, the standard assumption is that
B2h0{BI2 is positive definite; in our case we allow that B2h0{BI2 is of indefi-
nite sign. For this reason we refer to h0 as a ‘generalized’ rotator. This situ-
ation appears in several applications, such as critical inclination of satellite
orbits, quasigeostrophic flows, plasma devices, and transport in magnetized
plasma [KYN68, dCNM92, HM03].
For the classical pendulum, the Hamiltonian is of the form
`
1
2p
2
i ` Vipqiq
˘
;
in our case we allow a sign ˘1 in front each pendulum, so B2h1{Bp2 can be
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of indefinite sign. This is why we refer to the terms in h1 as ‘generalized
penduli’.
In Section 3.5 we will show that for each closed d-dimensional ballD Ď Rd,
the set
(2.5) Λ0 “ tpp, q, I, θq | I P D, p “ q “ 0u
is a NHIM with boundary. The stable and unstable manifolds coincide,
i.e., W upΛ0q “ W spΛ0q, and, moreover, for each z P Λ0, W upzq “ W spzq.
Each point in W upΛ0q “W spΛ0q determines a homoclinic trajectory which
approaches Λ0 in both positive and negative time.
We note that the geometric structures described above satisfy the prop-
erties (H0-i), (H0-ii), (H0-iii) in Section 2.1.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Vector fields as differential operators. In the sequel, we will iden-
tify vector fields with differential operators, which is a standard operation
in differential geometry (see, e.g., [BG05]). That is, given a smooth vector
field X and a smooth function f on the manifold M ,
(3.1) pXfqpzq “
ÿ
j
pX qjpzqpBzjfqpzq,
where zj , j P t1, . . . ,dimpMqu, are local coordinates. Similarly, a smooth
time- and parameter-dependent vector field acts as a differential operator
by
(3.2) pXfqpz, t; εq “
ÿ
j
pX qjpz, t; εqpBzjfqpzq.
If Φt is the flow for the vector field X , then
d
dt
pfpΦtpzqqq “ ∇fpΦtpzqq ¨ d
dt
pΦtpzqq “ ∇fpΦtpzqq ¨ X pΦtpzqq
“
ÿ
j
pXjqpΦtpzqqpBzjfqpΦtpzqq “ pXfqpΦtpzqq.
For a vector-valued function F : M Ñ Rk of components F “ pFiqi, we
will denote
XF :“ pXFiqi.
3.2. Extended system. To (2.2) we associate the extended system
9z “ X 0pzq ` εX 1pz, t; εq,
9t “ 1,(3.3)
which is defined on the extended phase space ĂM “ M ˆ R. We denote
z˜ “ pz, tq P ĂM . The independent variable will be denoted by s from now on,
7and the derivative above is meant with respect to s. We will denote by Φ˜sε
the extended flow of (3.3). We have
Φ˜sεpz, tq “ pΦsεpzq, t` sq.
3.3. Normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds. We briefly recall the
notion of a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold [Fen74, HPS77].
Let M be a Cr-smooth manifold, Φt a Cr-flow on M . A submanifold (with
or without boundary) Λ of M is a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold
(NHIM) for Φt if it is invariant under Φt, and there exists a splitting of the
tangent bundle of TM into sub-bundles over Λ
(3.4) TzM “ Euz ‘ Esz ‘ TzΛ, @z P Λ
that are invariant under DΦt for all t P R, and there exist rates
λ´ ď λ` ă λc ă 0 ă µc ă µ´ ď µ`
and a constant C ą 0, such that for all x P Λ we have
Cetλ´}v} ď }DΦtpzqpvq} ď Cetλ`}v} for all t ě 0, if and only if v P Esz,
Cetµ`}v} ď }DΦtpzqpvq} ď Cetµ´}v} for all t ď 0, if and only if v P Euz ,
Ce|t|λc}v} ď }DΦtpzqpvq} ď Ce|t|µc}v} for all t P R, if and only if v P TzΛ.
(3.5)
It is known that Λ is C`-differentiable, with ` ď r ´ 1, provided that
`µc ` λ` ă 0,
`λc ` µ´ ą 0.(3.6)
The manifold Λ has associated unstable and stable manifolds of Λ, de-
noted W upΛq and W spΛq, respectively, which are C`´1-differentiable. They
are foliated by 1-dimensional unstable and stable manifolds (fibers) of points,
W upzq, W spzq, z P Λ, respectively, which are as smooth as the flow, i.e., Cr-
differentiable. These fibers are not invariant by the flow, but equivariant in
the sense that
ΦtpW upzqq “W upΦtpzqq,
ΦtpW spzqq “W spΦtpzqq.
The unstable and stable manifolds of Λ, W upΛq and W spΛq, are tangent
to
EuΛ “
ď
zPΛ
Euz , and E
s
Λ “
ď
zPΛ
Esz,
respectively.
Since W s,upΛq “ ŤzPΛW s,upzq, we can define the projections along the
fibers
Ω` : W spΛq Ñ Λ, Ω`pzq “ z` iff z PW spz`q,
Ω´ : W upΛq Ñ Λ, Ω´pzq “ z´ iff z PW upz´q.(3.7)
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The point z` P Λ is characterized by
(3.8) dpΦtpzq,Φtpz`qq ď Czetλ` , for all t ě 0.
and the point z´ P Λ by
(3.9) dpΦtpzq,Φtpz´q ď Czetµ´ , for all t ď 0,
for some Cz ą 0.
3.4. Scattering map. Assume that W upΛq, W spΛq have a transverse in-
tersection along a manifold Γ satisfying:
TzΓ “ TxW spΛq X TxW upΛq, for all z P Γ,
TxM “ TzΓ‘ TxW upz´q ‘ TxW spz`q, for all z P Γ.(3.10)
Under these conditions the projection mappings Ω˘ restricted to Γ are
local diffeomorphisms. We can restrict Γ if necessary so that Ω˘ are diffeo-
morphisms from Γ onto open subsets U˘ in Λ. Such a Γ will be called a
homoclinic channel.
By definition the scattering map associated to Γ is defined as
σ : U´ Ď Λ Ñ U` Ď Λ, σ “ Ω` ˝ pΩ´q´1.
Equivalently, σpz´q “ z`, provided that W upz´q intersects W spz`q at a
unique point z P Γ.
If M is a symplectic manifold, Φt is a Hamiltonian flow on M , and Λ ĎM
has an induced symplectic structure, then the scattering map is symplectic.
If the flow is exact Hamiltonian, the scattering map is exact symplectic. For
details see [DdlLS08].
3.5. Normally hyperbolic invariant manifold for the unperturbed
rotator-pendulum system. Consider the unperturbed rotator-pendulum
system described in Section 2.3.
The point p0, 0q is a hyperbolic fixed point for each pendulum, the char-
acteristic exponents are λui “ p´V 2i p0qq1{2, λsi “ ´p´V 2i p0qq1{2, and the cor-
responding unstable/stable eigenspaces are Eui “ Spanpvui q, Esi “ Spanpvsi q,
where vui “ p´p´V 2i p0qq1{2, 1q, vsi “ pp´V 2i p0qq1{2, 1q, for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Define
λ´ “´max
i
λi, λ` “ ´min
i
λi,
µ´ “min
i
λi, µ` “ max
i
λi,
λc “´ µc,
(3.11)
where µc ą 0 is some arbitrarily small positive number.
Also, define
Euz “‘i“1,...,n Eui ,
Esz “‘i“1,...,n Esi .(3.12)
9yi
xi
N'
N
Figure 1. Symplectic coordinate system py, xq in a neigh-
borhood of a segment of the separatrix.
It immediately follows that for each closed d-dimensional ball D Ď Rd,
the set
(3.13) Λ0 “ tpp, q, I, θq | I P D, p “ q “ 0u
is a NHIM with boundary, where the rates λ´, λ`, µ´, µ`, λc, and µc
from Section 3.3 are the ones defined by (3.11), and the unstable and stable
spaces Euz and E
s
z at z P Λ0 are the ones given by (3.12).
3.6. Coordinate system for the unperturbed rotator-pendulum sys-
tem. The pendulum-rotator system is initially given in the coordinates
pp, q, I, θq, and the NHIM Λ0 for this system is described in the action-angle
coordinates pI, θq. Let N be a neighborhood of W upΛ0q “W spΛ0q.
We define a new system of symplectic coordinates2 py, x, I, θq in a neigh-
borhood N 1 Ď N of a disk D Ď W upΛ0qztp0, 0qu “ W spΛ0qztp0, 0qu, via
the following properties:
‚ The coordinates pI, θq are the action-angle coordinates for the rota-
tor;
‚ dp^ dq “ dy ^ dx;
‚ z P Λ0 if and only if xpzq “ ypzq “ 0;
‚ z PW upΛ0q “W spΛ0q if and only if ypzq “ 0;
‚ for z P N 1, we have that yi “ ˘pp2i {2` Vipqiqq, for i “ 1, . . . , n.
See Fig. 1. The coordinate yi can be chosen to be equal to the energy
˘pp2i {2` Vipqiqq in a whole neighborhood of the separatrix of the i-th gen-
eralized pendulum.
Once we have that yi is the energy of the i-th generalized pendulum, the
coordinate xi is determined so that is the symplectic conjugate of yi.
2Symplectic coordinates are coordinates obtained via a change of variables that is a
symplectic mapping.
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The coordinate xi is given by dxi “ dsi}∇yi} , where dsi “ pdp2i ` dq2i q1{2 “
pp1iptq2 ` q1iptq2q1{2dt is the arc length element along the energy level. Sincepp1i, q1iq “ p´V 1i pqiq, piq we have }pp1i, q1iq} “ }∇yi}, therefore dxi “ dt. That
is, the coordinate xi equals to the time t it takes the solution ppiptq, qiptqq
to go from some initial point pp0i , q0i q to ppi, qiq. The value q0i can be chosen
uniformly for all energy levels, and p0i is implicitly given by the energy
condition.
A direct computation shows that
dxi “ ds}yi} “
´V 1i pqiqdpi ` pidqi
p2i ` V 1i pqiq2
,
hence
dyi ^ dxi “ ppidpi ` V 1i pqiqdqiq ^
ˆ´V 1i pqqdpi ` pidqi
p2i ` V 1i pqiq2
˙
“ dpi ^ dqi.
Note that we cannot extend pyi, xiq as a symplectic coordinate system to
a neighborhood of the separatrix that contains the equilibrium point of the
generalized pendulum, since this is a critical point of the energy function.
In the new coordinates py, x, I, θq the Hamiltonian H0 is given by
(3.14) H0py, x, I, θq “ h0pIq ` h1pyq “ h0pIq ` y, for py, x, I, θq P N 1.
The coordinate system described above is essentially the same as in
[GdlL18], except that here we additionally emphasize that it is symplec-
tic.
3.7. The scattering map for the unperturbed extended pendulum-
rotator system. We consider the extended system from Section 3.2, and we
express the scattering map for the unperturbed extended pendulum-rotator
system in terms of the action-angle coordinates defined in Section 3.6.
Since we have W spΛ˜0q “ W upΛ˜0q and for each z˜ P Λ˜0, W spz˜q “ W upz˜q,
the corresponding scattering map σ˜0 is the identity map wherever it is de-
fined. Thus, σ˜0pz˜´q “ z˜` implies z˜´ “ z˜`, or, equivalently
(3.15) σ˜0pI, θ, tq “ pI, θ, tq.
3.8. Evolution equations. Consider the coordinate system py, x, I, θq de-
fined in Section 3.6. We will identify the vector fields X 0 and X 1 with
derivative operators acting on functions, as described in Section 3.1.
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Since X 0 “ J∇H0 is a Hamiltonian vector field, using the Poisson bracket
r¨, ¨s, we have
X 0y “ry,H0s “ ry, h0pIq ` h1py, xqs “ ´Bh1Bx ,
X 0x “rx,H0s “ rx, h0pIq ` h1py, xqs “ Bh1By ,
X 0I “rI,H0s “ rI, h0pIq ` h1py, xqs “ ´Bh0Bθ “ 0,
X 0θ “rθ,H0s “ rθ, h0pIq ` h1py, xqs “ Bh0BI “ ωpIq.
When X 1 “ J∇H1 is a Hamiltonian vector field, similarly we have
X 1y “ry,H1s “ ´BH1Bx ,
X 1x “rx,H1s “ BH1By ,
X 1I “rI,H1s “ ´BH1Bθ ,
X 1θ “rθ,H1s “ BH1BI .
Using the above formulas, we provide below the evolution equations of
the coordinates py, x, I, θq, expressing the time-derivative of each coordinate
along a solution of the perturbed system. We include the expression for the
general case, as well as for the special case when the perturbation X 1 is
Hamiltonian.
9y “ X 0y ` εX 1y “ ´BH0Bx ` εX
1y
“ ´Bh1Bx ´ ε
BH1
Bx .
(3.16)
9x “ X 0x` εX 1x “ BH0By ` εX
1x
“ Bh1By ` ε
BH1
By .
(3.17)
9I “ X 0I ` εX 1I “ ´BH0Bθ ` εX
1I
“ ´εBH1Bθ .
(3.18)
9θ “ X 0θ ` εX 1θ “ BH0BI ` εX
1θ
“ Bh0BI ` ε
BH1
BI .
(3.19)
Note that the evolution equations for the x- and y-coordinate from above
are only valid for py, x, I, θq P N 1 from Section 3.6.
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3.9. Perturbed normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds. Since Λ0 is
a NHIM for the flow Φt0 of X 0, Λ˜0 “ Λ0 ˆ R is a NHIM for the flow Φ˜s0 of
the extended system (3.3).
Recall that X 1 “ X 1pz, t, εq is assumed to be uniformly differentiable
in all variables. The theory of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds,
[Fen72, HPS77, Pes04] asserts that there exists ε0 such that the manifold
Λ˜0 persists as a normally hyperbolic manifold Λ˜ε, for all |ε| ă ε0, which is
locally invariant under the flow Φ˜tε. The persistent NHIM Λ˜ε is Opεq-close in
the C`-topology to Λ˜0, where ` is as in (3.6). The locally invariant manifolds
are in fact invariant manifolds for an extended system, and they depend on
the extension. Hence, they do not need to be unique.
The manifold Λ˜ε can be parametrized via a C
`-diffeomorphism k˜ε : Λ˜0 Ñ
Λ˜ε, where k˜0 “ IdΛ˜0 , and k˜ε is Opεq-close to k˜0 in the C`-smooth topology
on compact sets. Through k˜ε, the perturbed NHIM Λ˜ε can be parametrized
in terms of the variables pI, θ, tq, where pI, θq are the action-angle variables
on Λ0.
For details, see [DdlLS06a].
For the perturbed NHIM Λ˜ε, |ε| ă ε0, there exists an invariant splitting
of the tangent bundle similar to that in (3.4), and DΦ˜tε satisfies expan-
sion/contraction relations similar to those in (3.5), for some constants C˜,
λ˜´, λ˜`, µ˜´, µ˜`, λ˜c, µ˜c. These constants are independent of ε, and can be
chosen as close as desired to the unperturbed ones, that is, to C, λ´, λ`,
µ´, µ`, λc, µc, respectively, by choosing ε0 suitably small.
There exist unstable and stable manifolds W upΛ˜εq, W spΛ˜εq associated to
Λ˜ε, and there exist corresponding projection maps Ω
´ : W upΛ˜εq Ñ Λ˜ε, and
Ω` : W spΛ˜εq Ñ Λ˜ε. For z˜` “ Ω`pz˜q, with z˜ PW spΛ˜εq we have
(3.20) dpΦtpz˜q,Φtpz`qq ď Cz˜etλ˜` , for all t ě 0.
and for z˜´ “ Ω´pz˜q, with z˜ PW upΛ˜εq we have
(3.21) dpΦtpz˜q,Φtpz˜´q ď Cz˜etµ˜´ , for all t ď 0,
for some C˜z˜ ą 0. The constant C˜z˜ can be chosen uniformly bounded pro-
vided we restricted to z˜ in the local unstable and stable manifolds W ulocpΛ˜εq,
W slocpΛ˜εq. Hence we can replace C˜z˜ by some C˜.
To simplify notation, from now on we will drop the symbol˜from C˜, λ˜´,
λ˜`, µ˜´, µ˜`, λ˜c , µ˜c.
4. Master lemmas
In this section we define some abstract Melnikov-type integral operators
and study their properties, which will be used in the next sections. The
derivations are similar to the ones in [GdlL18].
From Section 3.9, there exists ε0 ą 0 such that, for each ε P p´ε0, ε0q,
there exists a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold Λ˜ε for Φ˜
s
ε.
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Assume that for each ε P p´ε0, ε0q there exists a homoclinic channel
Γ˜ε (see Section 3.4), which depends C
`-smoothly on ε, and determines the
projections Ω˘ : Γ˜ε Ñ Ω˘pΓ˜εq Ď Λ˜ε, which are local diffeomorphisms as
in (3.7). We are thinking of Φ˜sε, Λ˜ε, Γ˜ε as perturbations of Φ˜
t
0, Λ˜0, Γ˜0, for
ε ‰ 0 small.
Let z˜ε P Γ˜ε be a homoclinic point for Φ˜sε. Because of the smooth depen-
dence of the normally hyperbolic manifold and of its stable and unstable
manifolds on the perturbation, there is a homoclinic point z˜0 P Γ˜0 for Φ˜s0
that is Opεq-close to z˜ε, that is
(4.1) z˜ε “ z˜0 `Opεq.
Let pz˜ε, εq P ĂM ÞÑ Fpz˜ε, εq P Rk be a uniformly Cr0-smooth mapping onĂM ˆ R, with 1 ď r0 ď r.
We define the integral operators
I`pF,Φsε, z˜εq “
ż `8
0
`
FpΦsεpz˜ε` qq ´ FpΦsεpz˜εqq
˘
ds,
I´pF,Φsε, z˜εq “
ż 0
´8
`
FpΦsεpz˜ε´ qq ´ FpΦsεpz˜εq
˘
ds.
(4.2)
Lemma 4.1 (Master Lemma 1). The improper integrals (4.2) are conver-
gent. The operators I`pF,Φsε, zεq and I´pF,Φsε, zεq are linear in F.
Proof. The linearity of the operators follows from the linearity properties of
integrals.
To prove convergence, we will use that the exponential contraction along
the stable (unstable) manifold in forward (backward) time, given by(3.20)
and (3.21). For the stable manifold, we have
|Φ˜spz˜ε` q ´ Φ˜spz˜εq| ă Cesλ` , for s ě 0,
where C is the positive constant and λ` is the negative contraction rate
from Section 3.9.
Recall that F is uniformly Cr0-differentiable, so it is Lipschitz with Lips-
chitz constant C. Thus,
|J`pF,Φsε, zεq| “
ˇˇˇˇż 8
0
FpΦsεpzε` qq ´ FpΦsεpzεqqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż 8
0
CFCze
sλ`ds
“ ´CFCz 1
λ`
Note, the last expression is positive since λ` ă 0. Thus the integral
is bounded and therefore convergent. The proof for the convergence of
J´pF,Φsε, zεq is similar. The difference is that the limits of integration are
from ´8 to 0 and the contraction rate is ´µ´ ă 0
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Also, the proof holds if F is replaced by any Lipschitz function, in partic-
ular, by XεF, where we recall that Xε “ X0` εX 1. This fact will be used in
the proof of the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.2 (Master Lemma 2).
Fpz˜ε` q ´ Fpz˜εq “ ´ I`ppX 0 ` εX 1qF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq,
Fpz˜ε´ q ´ Fpz˜εq “I´ppX 0 ` εX 1qF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq.
(4.3)
Proof. To prove this lemma, we will begin by computing the derivative of
the ith component of F along the perturbed flow. For z˜ a point in ĂM , using
(3.2) we have
d
ds
FipΦ˜sεpz˜qq “ ∇FipΦ˜sεpz˜qq ¨ dds Φ˜
s
εpz˜q
“ X 0FipΦ˜sεpz˜qq ` εX 1FipΦ˜sεpz˜q; εq.
With the above result, we can now compute the difference in (4.3). Note
that we define a vector field, X , acting on a vector valued function, F, as
χF “ pχFiqi.
We have
Fpz˜ε` q ´ Fpz˜εq “ FpΦ˜Tε pz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜Tε pz˜qq
´
ż T
0
d
ds
´
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜sεpz˜qq
¯
ds.
Letting T approach infinity, the first difference vanishes because the ho-
moclinic point z˜ and its foot point z˜` approach each other. We then can
rewrite the integral using the expression for the derivative of F along the
flow:
´
ż 8
0
´
X 0FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ X 0FpΦ˜sεpz˜qq
¯
ds
´ ε
ż 8
0
´
X 1FpΦ˜sεpz˜` q; εq ´ X 1FpΦ˜sεpz˜q; εq
¯
ds
“ ´
ż 8
0
´
X 0FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ` εX 1FpΦ˜sεpz˜` q; εq
¯
ds
´
ż 8
0
´
X 0FpΦ˜sεpz˜qq ` X 1FpΦ˜sεpz˜q; εq
¯
ds
“ ´
ż 8
0
´
pX 0 ` εX 1qFpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ pX 0 ` εX 1qFpΦ˜sεpz˜qq
¯
ds
“ ´J`ppX 0 ` εX 1qF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq.
The proof for J´ppX 0 ` εX 1qF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq is similarly. The main difference
is that the limits of integration are from ´8 to 0. 
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Lemma 4.3 (Master Lemma 3).
I`pF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq “I`pF, Φ˜s0, z˜0q `Opε%q,
I´pF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq “I´pF, Φ˜s0, z˜0q `Opε%q,
(4.4)
for 0 ă % ă 1. The integrals on the right-hand side are evaluated with
X 1 “ X 1p¨; 0q.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we will use both the Gronwall inequality from
the Appendix A and the Lipschitz property of F. The Gronwall inequality
(A.6) gives
Φ˜sεpz˜ε` q “ Φ˜s0pz˜`0 q `Opερ1q,
and
Φ˜sεpz˜εq “ Φ˜s0pz˜0q `Opερ1q,
where 0 ă ρ1 ă 1. Note that these equalities hold on an interval of time
0 ă t ă k ln `1ε˘, for k ď 1´ρC0 , where C0 is the Lipschitz constant of X0; see
Appendix A.
Before using the results from Gronwall, we will split the integrals into two
parts:
J`pF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq ´ J`pF, Φ˜s0, z˜0qq “
ż 8
0
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜sεpz˜qqds
´
ż 8
0
FpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qq ´ FpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqds.
Consider the first integral, which can be written asż T
0
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜sεpz˜qqds`
ż 8
T
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜sεpz˜qqds.
Examining the second of these two integrals, we haveˇˇˇˇż 8
T
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜sεpz˜qqds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż 8
T
CFCe
sλ`ds
“ C 1|λ`|e
Tλ`
where C “ CFC.
Now if we let T “ k ln `1ε˘, then the integral is bounded by
C
1
|λ`|ε
k|λ`|
More importantly, we have shown that the integral is bounded by O pερ2q
with ρ2 “ k|λ`|.
A similar argument holds forż 8
T
FpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qq ´ FpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqds.
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Returning to the integral from 0 to T , we haveż T
0
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜sεpz˜qqds´
ż T
0
FpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qq ´ FpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqds
“
ż T
0
FpΦ˜sεpz˜` qq ´ FpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qqds´
ż T
0
FpΦ˜sεpz˜qq ´ FpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqds.
Now we can apply the Gronwall inequality (A.6) as well as the Lipschitz
property of F. This show that the difference of the integrals is bounded byż T
0
CFOpερ1qds.
The order of the integral is bounded by
O
ˆ
ερ1 ln
ˆ
1
ε
˙˙
“ Opερ3q,
for some ρ3 ă ρ1 ă 1.
Finally, let ρ “ mintρ2, ρ3u. Returning to the original expression, we have
|J`pF, Φ˜sε, z˜εq ´ J`pF, Φ˜s0, z˜0q| ď Opερq.

Lemma 4.4 (Master Lemma 4). If }F}C1 is Opεq then
I`pF,Φsε, zεq “I`pF,Φs0, z0q `Opε1`%q,
I´pF,Φsε, zεq “I´pF,Φs0, z0q `Opε1`%q,
(4.5)
for 0 ă % ă 1. The integrals on the right-hand side are evaluated with
X 1 “ X 1p¨; 0q.
Proof. By the mean value theorem, we have
|Fpz1q ´ Fpz2q| ďM |z1 ´ z2|,
where M “ sup |DFpzq|. Note that M ă 8 since F is bounded together
with its derivatives. Now, by the hypothesis, we can bound M by Opεq. The
proof is now similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3. Essentially, the Lipschitz
constant of F, CF, is replaced with Opεq. Thus,
|J`pF,Φsε, zεq ´ J`pF,Φs0, z0q| ď OpεqOpερ1q `OpεqOpερ2q.
Finally, let ρ “ mintρ1, ρ2u.
The proof for |J´pF,Φsε, zεq ´ J´pF,Φs0, z0q| follows similarly. 
5. Scattering map for the perturbed rotator-pendulum system
5.1. Existence of transverse homoclinic connections. Consider the
coordinate system z “ py, x, I, θq defined in Section 3.6. Let us restrict to
z “ py, x, I, θq in the neighborhood N 1 where yi “ ˘12pp1i ` Vipqiqq. In the
unperturbed case, W upΛ˜0q “W spΛ˜0q are given by y “ 0.
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In terms of the extended coordinates py, x, I, θ, tq, a point z˜0˚ P Λ˜0 can be
described as
z˜0˚ “ p0, 0, I, θ, tq,
and applying the flow to this point yields
Φ˜s0pz˜0˚ q “ p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq.
A point z˜0 PW upΛ˜0q “W spΛ˜0q can be described in coordinates as
z˜0 “ p0, x0, I, θq,
and applying the flow to this point yields
Φ˜s0pz˜0q “ p0, xpsq, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq,
where xpsq represents the x-component of the solution curve of the Hamil-
tonian h1 with initial condition at s “ 0 equal to p0, x0q, evaluated at time s.
In the perturbed case, for ε ‰ 0 small, we can describe both the stable
and unstable manifolds as graphs of C`´1-smooth functions ysε, yuε , overpx, I, θ, tq given by
ysε “ysεpx, I, θ, tq,
yuε “yuε px, I, θ, tq,(5.1)
respectively, for px, I, θ, tq P N 1 XW upΛ˜0q.
The result below gives sufficient conditions for the existence of a transverse
homoclinic intersection of W spΛ˜εq and W upΛ˜εq. The proof is essentially the
same as for Proposition 2.6. in [GdlL18], except that the latter is under the
assumption that the perturbation is Hamiltonian. Therefore we will omit
the proof.
Theorem 5.1. For px, I, θ, tq P N 1 the difference between ysεpx, I, θ, tq and
yuε px, I, θ, tq is given by
yuε ´ ysε “´ ε
ż `8
´8
`X 1y p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´X 1y p0, xpsq, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq˘ ds
`O `ε1`ρ˘
“´ ε
ż `8
´8
pry,H1s p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´ry,H1s p0, xpsq, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sqq ds
`O `ε1`ρ˘ .
(5.2)
The second formula corresponds to the case when the perturbation is Hamil-
tonian.
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If x˚ “ x˚pI, θ, tq is a non-degenerate zero of the mapping
x0 P Rn ÞÑ ´
ż `8
´8
`X 1y p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´X 1y p0, xpsq, I, θ ` ωpIqσ, t` sq˘ ds P R,(5.3)
then there exists ε0 ą 0 sufficiently small such that for all 0 ă |ε| ă ε0
W spΛ˜εq and W upΛ˜εq have a transverse homoclinic intersection which can be
parametrized as
yuε px˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq “ ysεpx˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq,
for pI, θ, tq in some open set in Rd ˆ Td ˆ T1.
Remark 5.2. In the case when both the system and the perturbation are
Hamiltonian, it is shown in [GdlL18] that the corresponding condition (5.3)
is for a C1-open and C8dense set of perturbation H1. In particular, it is
generic.
When the perturbation is non-conservative, it is possible that W spΛ˜εq
and W upΛ˜εq do not intersect for any ε ‰ 0, even though for ε “ 0 we have
W spΛ˜0q “W upΛ˜0q. That is, a non-conservative perturbation can destroy the
homoclinic intersection. The condition (5.3) that guarantees the existence
of such an intersection is non-generic. The next sections are under the
assumption that W spΛ˜εq and W upΛ˜εq intersect transversally for 0 ă |ε| ă ε0.
5.2. Change in action by the scattering map.
Assume:
‚ z˜ε is a homoclinic point for the perturbed system, i.e., z˜ε PW spΛ˜εqX
W upΛ˜εq,
‚ z˜ε˘ “ Ω˘pz˜εq P Λ˜ε,
‚ z˜0 is a homoclinic point for the unperturbed system, i.e., z˜0 PW spΛ˜0qX
W upΛ˜0q, corresponding to z˜0 via (4.1), and
‚ z˜˘0 “ Ω˘pz˜0q P Λ˜0.
The existence of the homoclinic point z˜ε is guaranteed provided that the
conditions from Theorem 5.1 are met.
Under the above assumptions, we have σ˜εpz˜ε´ q “ z˜ε` , and σ˜0pz˜´0 q “ z˜`0 .
We recall here that for the unperturbed system, the scattering map is the
identity σ˜0 “ Id, hence, in terms of action-angle coordinates pI, θq, Ipz˜´0 q “
Ipz˜`0 q, and θpz˜´0 q “ θpz˜`0 q.
The result below describes the relation between σ˜ε and σ˜0 in terms of the
action coordinate I.
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Theorem 5.3. The change in action I by the scattering map σ˜ε is given
by:
I
`
z˜ε`
˘´ I `z˜ε´ ˘ “´ ε ż `8´8
´
X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qq
¯
ds
`O `ε1`ρ˘
“´ ε
ż `8
´8
´
rI,H1spΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ rI,H1spΦ˜s0pz˜0qq
¯
ds
`O `ε1`ρ˘ .
(5.4)
where z˜`0 “ z˜´0 “ z˜˘, and 0 ă % ă 1.
The second formula corresponds to the case when the perturbation is
Hamiltonian. The integrals on the right-hand side are evaluated with X 1 “
X 1p¨; 0q and H1 “ H1p¨; 0q, respectively.
Proof. The key observation is that the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 for the
rotator–pendulum system does not depend on θ, hence I is a slow variable,
as it can be seen from (3.18).
The proof follows immediately from Lemma 5.4 below, by making σ “ 0,
and subtracting (5.6) from (5.5). We also use the fact that for the unper-
turbed pendulum-rotator system the foot points of the stable fiber and of
the unstable fiber through the same point z˜0 coincide, i.e., z˜
´
0 “ z˜`0 which
we denote z˜˘0 . 
Lemma 5.4. For any ς P R we have
IpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε` qq ´ IpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq
“ ´ε
ż `8
0
´
X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq
¯
ds`O `ε1`ρ˘ ,
“ ´ε
ż `8
0
´
rI,H1spΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜`0 qq ´ rI,H1spΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq
¯
ds`O `ε1`ρ˘ ,
(5.5)
and
IpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε´ qq ´ IpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq
“ `ε
ż 0
´8
´
X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜´0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq
¯
ds`Opε1`ρq
“ `ε
ż 0
´8
´
rI,H1spΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜´0 qq ´ rI,H1spΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq
¯
ds`Opε1`ρq.
(5.6)
where 0 ă ρ ă 1.
The second formula in each equation corresponds to the case when the
perturbation is Hamiltonian.
Proof. We will only prove (5.5) as (5.6) follows similarly.
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We first apply Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 for F “ I, obtaining
IpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε` qq ´ IpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq “ ´
ż `8
0
´
pX 0I ` εX 1IqpΦ˜s`ςε pz˜ε` qq
´pX 0I ` εX 1IqpΦ˜s`ςε pz˜εqq
¯
ds.
Using (3.18), since X 0I “ BH0Bθ “ 0, we obtain
IpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε` qq ´ IpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq “ ´ε
ż `8
0
´
pX 1IqpΦ˜s`ςε pz˜ε` qq
´pX 1IqpΦ˜s`ςε pz˜εqq
¯
ds.
Using Lemma 4.3, we can replace the perturbed flow by the unperturbed
flow by making an error of order Opε%q, yielding
IpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε` qq ´ IpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq “ ´ε
ż `8
0
´
pX 1IqpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜`0 qq
´pX 1IqpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq
¯
ds
`Opε1`%q.
Finally, we note that in the pendulum-rotator system the foot-points of
the stable fiber and of the unstable fiber through the same homoclinic point
z˜0 coincide, i.e., z˜
´
0 “ z˜`0 “ z˜˘0 .
In the case of the Hamiltonian perturbation, we only need to substitute
X 1I “ rI,H1s. 
5.3. Change in angle by the scattering map.
Under the same assumptions as at the beginning of Section 5.2, below we
provide a result that describes the relation between σ˜ε and σ˜0 in terms of
the angle coordinate θ.
Theorem 5.5. The change in angle θ by the scattering map σ˜ε is given by:
θpz˜ε` q ´ θpz˜ε´ q
“ ´ ε
ż `8
´8
X 1θpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1θpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqds
` ε
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
`Opε1`%q
“ ´ ε
ż `8
´8
rθ,H1spΦ˜s0pz˜`0 q ´ rθ,H1spΦ˜s0pz˜0qds
` ε
ż `8
0
prI,H1spΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ rI,H1spΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
`Opε1`%q.
(5.7)
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where z˜` “ z˜´ “ z˜˘, I0 “ Ipz˜˘q, and 0 ă % ă 1. In the second term on the
right-hand side the integral is thought of as a 1 ˆ d vector, and B2h0BI2 pI0q as
a dˆ d matrix. Also rθ,H1s, rI, h1s are 1ˆ d vector.
The second formula corresponds to the case when the perturbation is
Hamiltonian. The integrals on the right-hand side are evaluated with X 1 “
X 1p¨; 0q and H1 “ H1p¨; 0q, respectively.
Proof. Unlike in Theorem 5.3, where I is a slow variable, θ is a fast variable,
as it can be seen from (3.19). However, we will show that the differences
θ
`
z˜ε`
˘´ θ pz˜εq
and
θ
`
z˜ε´
˘´ θ pz˜εq
are slow quantities. Then, taking the difference,
θ
`
z˜ε`
˘´ θ `z˜ε´ ˘
is Opεq.
We begin with θ pz˜ε` q´θ pz˜εq. Using Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 for F “ θ
we obtain
θ
`
z˜ε`
˘´ θ pz˜εq “ ´ ż `8
0
´
pX 0θ ` εX 1θqpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε` qq
´pX 0θ ` εX 1θqpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq
¯
dς.
(5.8)
From (3.19) we have
X 0θ ` εX 1θ “ Bh0BI ` εX
1pθq,
and (5.8) becomes
´
ż `8
0
ˆBh0
BI pΦ˜
ς
εpz˜ε` qq ´ Bh0BI pΦ˜
ς
εpz˜εqq
˙
dς
´ε
ż `8
0
´
pX 1θqpΦ˜ςεpz˜ε` qq ´ pX 1θqpΦ˜ςεpz˜εqq
¯
dς.
(5.9)
The second integral in (5.9) has a factor of ε, so we will focus on the first
integral. Recall that Bh0BI depends only on I. So the first integral in (5.9)
can be written as
´
ż `8
0
ˆBh0
BI pIpΦ˜
ς
εpz˜ε` qqq ´ Bh0BI pIpΦ˜
ς
εpz˜εqqq
˙
dς.
Let us first consider the case when h0 is of one-degree-of-freedom, i.e.
I P R. We can use the integral version of the Mean Value Theorem to
rewrite the integral. Recall,
fpx`∆xq ´ fpxq “ ∆x
ż 1
0
f 1px` t∆xqdt
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Using
f “ Bh0BI
x`∆x “ I
´
Φ˜ςε
`
z˜ε`
˘¯
x “ I
´
Φ˜ςε pz˜εq
¯
the integral becomes
´
ż `8
0
ˆ`
Iς,`ε ´ Iςε
˘ ż 1
0
B2h0
BI2
`
Iςε ` t
`
Iς,`ε ´ Iςε
˘˘
dt
˙
dς
where we denote Iς,`ε “ I
´
Φ˜ςε pz˜ε` q
¯
and Iςε “ I
´
Φ˜ςε pz˜εq
¯
.
We use Gronwall’s inequality as in Lemma A.2 to rewrite the inside inte-
gral of the second partial derivative asż 1
0
B2h0
BI2
`
Iςε ` tpIς,`ε ´ Iςεq
˘
dt “
ż 1
0
B2h0
BI2
´
Iς0 ` tpIς,`0 ´ Iς0q
¯
dt`O p%q .
Now Iς,`0 “ Iς0 “ I0 because I is constant along the unperturbed flow,
hence the above integral equals
B2h0
BI2 pI0q `Op
%q.
We now apply Lemma 5.4 to rewrite Iς,`ε ´ I˜ςε , so the integral becomes
ε
ż `8
0
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qqqdςds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
`Opε1`%q
(5.10)
This integral has a factor of ε, and the remaining term is Opε1`%q, thus
θ pz˜ε` q ´ θ pz˜εq is a slow quantity.
Denote by I the antiderivative of
s ÞÑ pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqq
which approaches 0 as sÑ ˘8; we recall here that z˜`0 “ z˜´0 “ z˜˘0 . We have
I psq “ ´
ż `8
s
pX 1IpΦ˜υ0pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜υ0pz˜0qqqdυ
“
ż s
´8
pX 1IpΦ˜υ0pz˜´0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜υ0pz˜0qqqdυ.
(5.11)
Making the change of variable υ “ s` ς the integral in (5.10) becomesż `8
0
ż `8
s
pX 1IpΦ˜υ0pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜υ0pz˜0qqqdυds “ ´
ż `8
0
I psqds.(5.12)
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Using Integration by Parts we obtain
´
ż `8
0
I psqds “´ sI psq
ˇˇˇˇ`8
0
`
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds
“
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds.
(5.13)
In the above, the quantity sI psq obviously equals to 0 at s “ 0, and equals
to 0 when sÑ8 since, by l’Hopital Rule
lim
sÑ8
I psq
s´1 “ limsÑ8´
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqq
s2
“ 0,
since pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqq approaches 0 at exponential rate.
Applying Lemma 4.3 to the second integral in (5.9), and combining with
the above we obtain
θ
`
z˜ε`
˘´ θ pz˜εq
“ `ε
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
´ ε
ż `8
0
X 1θ
´
Φ˜s0
`
z˜`0
˘¯´ X 1θ ´Φ˜s0 pz˜0q¯ ds
`Opε1`%q.
(5.14)
Similarly, for θ pz˜ε´ q ´ θ pz˜εq we obtain an expression as a sum of two
integrals
θ
`
z˜ε´
˘´ θ pz˜εq
“ `ε
ż 0
´8
X 1θpΦ˜s0
`
z˜`0
˘q ´ X 1θpΦ˜s0 pz˜0qqds
´ ε
ż 0
´8
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
`Opε1`%q.
(5.15)
In the case when d “ 1, recalling that z˜`0 “ z˜´0 “ z˜˘0 , we conclude that
θpz˜ε` q ´ θpz˜ε´ q
“ ´ ε
ż `8
´8
X 1θpΦ˜s0
`
z˜`0
˘q ´ X 1θpΦ˜s0 pz˜0qqds
` ε
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
`Opε1`%q
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In the case where I P Rd, we can use the vectorial version of the Mean
Value Theorem. For f : Rd Ñ R, we have
fpx` t∆xq ´ fpxq “
B
∆x,
ż 1
0
∇fpx` t∆xqdt
F
,
where x¨, ¨y denotes the inner product on Rd.
Setting
f “ Bh0BIj
x`∆x “ Iς,`ε
x “ Iςε
and proceeding as before, the first integral that appears in the computation
of θj pz˜ε` q ´ θj pz˜εq becomes
´
ż `8
0
ˆBh0
BIj pIpΦ˜
ς
εpz˜ε` qqq ´ Bh0BIj pIpΦ˜
ς
εpz˜εqqq
˙
dς
“` ε
ż `8
0
ż `8
0
B
X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s`ς0 pz˜0qq,
B2h0
BIBIj pI0qqq
F
dςds
`Opε1`%q,
“´ ε
ż `8
0
B
I psq, B
2h0
BIBIj pI0q
F
ds
`Opε1`%q,
where we now denote by I psq the vector-valued function whose component
Iipsq represents the antiderivative of
s ÞÑ pX 1IipΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IipΦ˜s0pz˜0qqq
which approaches 0 as sÑ ˘8, for i “ 1, . . . , d.
Using Integration by Parts the last expression can be written as
` ε
ż `8
0
B
X 1IpΦs0pz˜˘0 q ´ X 1IpΦs0pz˜0q,
B2h0
BIBIj pI0q
F
sds
`Opε1`%q.
The second integral that appears in the computation of θj pz˜ε` q ´ θj pz˜εq
has the same form as in the 1-dimensional case d “ 1.
Thus, for the vector θ pz˜ε` q ´ θ pz˜εq we obtain
θ
`
z˜ε`
˘´ θ pz˜εq
“ `ε
ż `8
0
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
´ ε
ż `8
0
´
X 1θpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1θpΦ˜s0pz˜0qq
¯
ds
`Opε1`%q,
(5.16)
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where in the first expression on the right-hand side the integral is thought
of as a 1ˆ d vector, and B2h0BI2 pI0q as a dˆ d matrix.
Computing θj pz˜ε´ q ´ θj pz˜εq in a similar fashion and combining with the
above we conclude
θjpz˜ε` q ´ θjpz˜ε´ q
“ `ε
ż `8
´8
pX 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜˘0 qq ´ X 1IpΦ˜s0pz˜0qqqsds ¨
ˆB2h0
BI2 pI0q
˙
´ ε
ż `8
´8
´
X 1θpΦ˜s0pz˜`0 qq ´ X 1θpΦ˜s0pz˜0qq
¯
ds
`Opε1`%q.

5.4. Comparison with similar results. Consider the special case when
the perturbation X 1 is Hamiltonian and time-periodic in t, i.e., X 1 “ J∇H1
for some H1 “ H1pz, tq, with t P T1 “ R{Z. Then the scattering map is
exact symplectic map and depends smoothly on parameters, in particular on
ε, so it can be computed perturbatively. More precisely, the scattering map,
in terms of a local system of coordinates pI, θ, tq on Λ˜ε, can be expanded as
a power of ε as follows:
(5.17) σ˜ε “ σ˜0 ` εJ∇S ˝ σ˜0 `Opε2q,
where S0 is a C`-smooth Hamiltonian function defined on some open subset
of Λ˜ε. Hence J∇S0 represents a Hamiltonian vector field on Λ˜ε. This for-
mula is no longer true in the case of perturbations that are not Hamiltonian.
See [DdlLS08].
In the case of the pendulum-rotator system, since σ˜0 “ Id, we have
(5.18) σ˜ε “ Id` εJ∇S `Opε1`%q,
and the Hamiltonian function S that generates the scattering map can be
computed explicitly as follows. Let
pp0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯qq “ pp01pτ1 ` tq, . . . , p0npτn ` tq, q01pτ1 ` tq, . . . , q0npτn ` tqq,
(5.19)
be a parametrization of the system of separatrices of the penduli, where
τ “ pτ1, . . . , τnq P Rn and 1¯ “ p1, . . . , 1q P Rn.
Lpτ, I, θ, tq “ ´
ż `8
´8
`
H1pp0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´H1p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sqq ds
(5.20)
Assume that the map
τ P Rn ÞÑ Lpτ, I, θ, tq P R(5.21)
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has a has a non-degenerate critical point τ˚, which is locally given, by the
implicit function theorem, by
τ˚ “ τ˚pI, θ, tq.(5.22)
Hence
(5.23)
BL
Bτ pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq “ 0.
Then define the auxiliary function L by
LpI, θ, tq “ Lpτ˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq.(5.24)
It is not difficult to show that L satisfies the following relation for all
σ P R:
LpI, θ, tq “ LpI, θ ´ ωpIqσ, t´ σq.(5.25)
In particular, for σ “ t, we have LpI, θ, tq “ LpI, θ ´ ωpIqt, 0q. If we denote
by L˚ the function defined by
L˚pI, θ¯q “ LpI, θ ´ ωpIqt, 0q, for θ¯ “ θ ´ ωpIqt,(5.26)
then
LpI, θ, tq “ L˚pI, θ¯q, for θ¯ “ θ ´ ωpIqt.(5.27)
This says that the function L “ LpI, θ, tq, while nominally a function of
three variables, it depends in fact on two variables only.
It turns out that the Hamiltonian function S that generates the scattering
map is given by
(5.28) SpI, θ, tq “ ´LpI, θ, tq.
For σ˜εpI´, θ´, t´q “ pI`, θ`, t`q, from (5.18) we obtain
I` ´ I´ “ εBLBθ pI, θ, tq `Opε
1`%q,(5.29)
θ` ´ θ´ “ ´εBLBI pI, θ, tq `Opε
1`%q,(5.30)
t` ´ t´ “ 0.(5.31)
From (5.24) and (5.23)
BL
BI pI, θ, tq “
BL
Bτ pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tqBτ
˚
BI pI, θ, tq `
BL
BI pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq
“BLBI pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq,
BL
Bθ pI, θ, tq “
BL
Bτ pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tqBτ
˚
Bθ pI, θ, tq `
BL
BI pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq
“BLBθ pτ
˚pI, θ, tq, I, θ, tq.
(5.32)
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From (5.20), and using the fact that X 1I “ rI,H1s “ ´BH1Bθ , we obtain:
BL
Bθ pI, θ, tq “ ´
ż `8
´8
ˆBH1
Bθ pp
0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´BH1Bθ p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
˙
ds
“´
ż `8
´8
prI,H1sp0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´rI,H1spp0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
˘
ds.
(5.33)
Above, note that the point p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t ` sq corresponds to z˜˘0 ,
and the point pp0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ`ωpIqs, t` sq corresponds to z˜0 in
Section 5.2. Thus, the formula for the change in the action by the scattering
map in (5.29) is the same as the one given in Theorem 5.3.
From (5.20), and using that X 1θ “ rθ,H1s “ BH1BI , X 1I “ rI,H1s “ ´BH1Bθ ,
we obtain:
BL
BI pI, θ, tq
“ ´
ż `8
´8
ˆBH1
BI pp
0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´BH1BI p0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
˙
ds
´
ż `8
´8
ˆBH1
Bθ pp
0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´rI,H1sp0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sqq pDIωpIqsqds
“
ż `8
´8
prθ,H1sp0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´rθ,H1spp0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
˘
ds
´
ż `8
´8
pI,H1sp0, 0, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
´rI,H1spp0pτ ` t1¯q, q0pτ ` t1¯q, I, θ ` ωpIqs, t` sq
˘ pDIωpIqsqds.
(5.34)
Since DωpIq “ B2h0BI2 pIq, and noting that this it is independent of the
variable of integration, so it can be moved outside of the integral, the formula
for the change in the angle by the scattering map in (5.30) is the same as
the one given in Theorem 5.5.
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Appendix A. Gronwall’s inequality
In this section we apply Gronwall’s Inequality to estimate the error be-
tween the solution of an unperturbed system and the solution of the per-
turbed system, over a time of logarithmic order with respect to the size of
the perturbation.
Theorem A.1 (Gronwall’s Inequality). Given a continuous real valued
function φ ě 0, and constants δ0, δ1 ě 0, δ2 ą 0, if
(A.1) φptq ď δ0 ` δ1pt´ t0q ` δ2
ż t
t0
φpsqds
then
(A.2) φptq ď
ˆ
δ0 ` δ1
δ2
˙
eδ2pt´t0q ´ δ1
δ2
.
For a reference, see, e.g., [Ver06].
Lemma A.2. Consider the following differential equations:
9zptq “ X 0pz, tq(A.3)
9zptq “ X 0pz, tq ` εX 1pz, t, εq(A.4)
Assume that X 0,X 1 are uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the variable z,
C0 is the Lipschitz constant of X 0, and X 1 is bounded with }X 1} ď C1, for
some C0, C1 ą 0. Let z0 be a solution of the equation (A.3) and zε be a
solution of the equation (A.4) such that
(A.5) }z0pt0q ´ zεpt0q} ă cε.
Then, for 0 ă %0 ă 1, k ď 1´%0C0 , and K “ c` C1C0 , we have
(A.6) }z0ptq ´ zεptq} ă Kε%0 , for 0 ď t´ t0 ď k lnp1{εq.
Proof. For z0 and zε solutions of (A.3) and (A.4), respectively, we have
z0ptq “ z0pt0q `
ż t
t0
X 0pz0psq, sqds,(A.7)
zεptq “ zεpt0q `
ż t
t0
X 0pzεpsq, sqds` ε
ż t1
t0
X 1pzεpsq, sqds.(A.8)
Subtracting, we obtain
}zεptq ´ z0ptq} ď }zεpt0q ´ z0pt0q} `
ż t
t0
}X 0pzεpsq, sq ´ X 0pz0psq, sq}ds
` ε
ż t
t0
}X 1pzεpsq, sq}ds.
(A.9)
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Using (A.5) for the first term on the right-hand side, the Lipschitz condition
on X0 for the second, and the boundedness of X 1 for the third we obtain:
}zεptq ´ z0ptq} ď cε` C0
ż t
t0
}zεpsq ´ z0psq}ds
` εC1pt´ t0q.
(A.10)
Applying the Gronwall inequality for δ0 “ c, δ1 “ εC1, and δ2 “ C0, and
recalling that K “ c` C1C0 we obtain
}zεptq ´ z0ptq} ď ε
ˆ
c` C1
C0
˙
eC0pt´t0q ´ εC1
C0
ď εKeC0pt´t0q.
(A.11)
If we let 0 ď t´ t0 ď k lnp1{εq we obtain
}zεptq ´ z0ptq} ď ε
ˆ
c` C1
C0
˙
eC0pt´t0q ´ εC1
C0
ď εKeC0k lnp1{εq
“ εK
ˆ
1
ε
˙C0k
.
(A.12)
Since k ď 1´%C0 we conclude
}zεptq ´ z0ptq} ď εK
ˆ
1
ε
˙1´%
“ Kε%.(A.13)

We note that, with the above argument, for a time of logarithmic order
with respect to the size of the perturbation, we can only obtain an error of
order Opε%q with 0 ă ρ ă 1, but we cannot obtain an error of order Opεq.
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